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Robust visual pedestrian detection by tight coupling to tracking
Alexander Gepperth1 , Egor Sattarov2 , Bernd Heisele3 and Sergio Alberto Rodriguez Flores2

Abstract— In this article, we propose a visual pedestrian
detection system which couples pedestrian appearance and
pedestrian motion in a Bayesian fashion, with the goal of
making detection more invariant to appearance changes. More
precisely, the system couples dense appearance-based pedestrian likelihoods derived from a sliding-window SVM detector
to spatial prior distributions obtained from the prediction step
of a particle filter based pedestrian tracker. This mechanism,
which we term dynamic attention priors (DAP), is inspired by
recent results on predictive visual attention in humans and
can be implemented at negligible computational cost. We prove
experimentally, using a set of public, annotated pedestrian
sequences, that detection performance is improved significantly,
especially in cases where pedestrians differ from the learned
models, e.g., when they are too small, have an unusual pose
or occur before strongly structured backgrounds. In particular,
dynamic attention priors allow to use more restrictive detection
thresholds without losing detections while minimizing false
detections.

The presented work is concerned with the detection of
pedestrians in traffic scenes. It introduces a mechanism
similar in spirit to [5] by applying attentional feedback
(termed dynamic attention priors, as feedback is derived
from dynamic quantities such as moving pedestrians) to
image locations predicted by a state-of-the-art tracking algorithm (particle-based PhD filter). This approach biases the
subsequent detection step by slightly enhancing detection
likelihoods around predicted particles. As long as the used
prediction models are correct, this will enhance performance
because detection likelihoods are boosted on and around
existing pedestrians, but not elsewhere. On the other hand,
no effects usually occur when motion models are violated,
because the applied boosts are small and do not lead to
detections when there is little detection evidence.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Pedestrian detection has been researched for decades,
however it seems that the state-of-the-art approaches [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11] are reaching a boundary that is not easy
to break[12]. Most approaches include tracking, usually in
various flavors of Kalman or particle filtering[13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19]. Both tracking methods perform a kind
of ”late fusion”, combining detection results with a motion
model, the latter having no infleucne at all on detection
process. Such a ”late fusion” approach faces complications
when the motion model is violated, e.g., because an object
changes direction. This manifests itself by ”ghost” detections
that may deviate considerably from the true object position
until the motion model is successfully updated based on the
prediction errors. In case of noisy detection scenarios, such
an update can take several seconds, resulting in a considerable time interval in which potential safety applications (e.g.,
emergency braking) receive incorrect data.
There is extensive literature about the computational modeling of the various aspects of visual attention[20], [1], [3],
[21], [22], [23], [24], as well as some limited work attempting to make use of comparable mechanisms in technical
applications[25], [26], [27], [3], [2]. This body of work
shows that visual attention is a potentially powerful tool to
improve real-world object detection, but also that the effort
to make it work in real problems is a considerable one. There
is no work we know of, except potentially [28], that makes
use of dynamic attention mechanisms (i.e. derived from the
dynamics of detected objects) to stabilize its detections.

There is an extensive body of biological insights on
various aspects of visual attention, which is sometimes seen
as guided by static local image properties[1], sometimes
by static spatial context[2]. Even if non-static image features, such as local motion, are used[3], [4], such attention
mechanisms are always reactive in the sense that they guide
attention towards the detected features but do not anticipate
future events.
Recent work[5] however reveals that humans learn highly
precise dynamic models predicting the movement of objects,
and that such predictions are used to guide eye movements
to the predicted locations ahead of time. This predictive
mechanism is shown to permit the visual pursuit of highly
dynamic objects, such as squash balls, with the very limited
amount of fixations per second that can be realized by the
human visual system.
As even stronger restrictions usually apply in technical
systems, we consider this mechanism of predictive visual
attention to be a crucial ingredient in the analysis of dynamic
scenes. In particular, learned high-level models of future
object behavior may permit to keep track of complex object
motion with a small number of measurements (fixations),
and help to make detection more robust in case of simple or
no motion.
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A. Related work

II. M ETHODS
The overall architecture we use is depicted in Fig. 1. In
fact the architecture is entirely built from state-of-the-art
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Fig. 1. Architecture schematics. A key point of the proposed architecture is the feedback path coupling tracking results (in the form of predicted particles
indicated as green crosses) to detection.

algorithms such as HOG+SVM for detection and particlebased PhD filtering for tracking, giving a high credibility to
the results we obtain. Additionally, the implementation of
our architecture is open source which will make our results
reproducible1 .
A. Detection
Pedestrian detection is performed using the method described in [10] using the free implementation available
through the OpenCV computer vision library [29] in its version 2.3.1. In this way we avoid having to train a pedestrian
detector by ourselves, instead relying on the ”standard people
detector” included in OpenCV, which is again based on the
detector described in [10]. Parameter setting for HOG are
the standard settings of the implementation which we repeat
here for completeness. Adopting the terms presented in [10],
they read:
• a cell size of 8x8 pixels
• a block size of 16x16 pixels
• a border of 0 pixels
• a window size of w0 × h0 =64x128 pixels
• a window stride of δx × δy =8x8 pixels
• a total number of S = 5 spatial scales (pyramid
decomposition) √
• a factor of f =
2 between scales
Output of this algorithm is, for each visual input image, a
set of S = 5 likelihood maps representing, for each scale
s ∈ [0, . . . , S − 1] all detection likelihoods in a topologically
organized fashion, see Fig. 2. Each point l(x, y, s) in a
likelihood map at scale s is associated with a bounding box
D centered on the image location ~cD = (xδx , yδy )T f s , and
whose size dD = 0.5w0 f s is characterized by half its width.
As the sliding detection window is fixed to w0 ×h0 = 64x128
pixels, a value of 0.5 is fixed for the aspect ratio of detections
at any spatial scale, thus making it redundant to specify the
two size variables.
Potentially, the likelihoods l(x, y, s) can be modified at
this point by a feedback from the tracking algorithm as
described in Sec. II-D. By applying the detection threshold

θdet to (modified or unmodified) likelihoods, we identify a
set of detections {Di } represented by bounding boxes with
associated scores li , Di = (~ci , di , li ) which are passed on
to non-maxima suppression (see next section) and then to
tracking. The detection threshold is not fixed but is varied
in the experiments from very low (-1.5) to very high (1.5)
values to obtain ROC-like plots.
B. Non-maxima suppression
As the tracking algorithm does not appreciate multiple
detections per object, a simple form of non-maxima suppression is performed on the detection results, see previous section. Non-maxima suppression is a standard post-processing
step in object detection which expects a set of bounding
boxes with associated scores {Di }, and produces a thinned
out list of boxes/scores {D̃i } where only the locally most
confident detections survive. In detail, the algorithm runs as
follows, relying on the overlap measure
o(Di , Dj ) =

area(Di ∩ Dj )
area(Di ∪ Dj )

(1)

Algorithm Simple NMS({Di })
1. Sort {Di = (~ci , di , li )} in descending order of score li
2. for i ← 1 to N
3.
for j ← i + 1 to N
4.
if Di not marked for deletion
5.
then
6.
if o(Di , Dj ) ≥ θNMS
7.
then mark Dj for deletion
8.
Erase marked detections and return list
In all evaluations, a value of θNMS = 0.1 is used.
C. Particle-based PHD tracking

The PHD filter is represented by a time-variable number
of tracks {xk }. Each track xk contains N particles. Each
particle ξxk ,n contains the quantities ~cxk ,n , dxk ,n and ~vxk ,n ,
~cxk ,n being the center coordinates, dxk ,n the detection scale
and ~vxk ,n the associated speed. Also, each particle has a
weight ωxk ,n . A track’s parameters are: death probability Pd ,
birth probability Pb , false negative probability Pf n, a vector
1 The code is available under www.gepperth.net/alexander/downloads/itsc2014-of resampling and association parameters σi , i ∈ {0, 1}, one
code.tar.gz
for each spatial dimension. In order not to complicate the

Fig. 2. Topologically arranged detection likelihoods as computed by the HOG+SVM method from the camera image (left). Likelihoods are computed on
increasingly coarse spatial scales (second-to-left to right), which means that likelihood images effectively diminish in size.

tracking with multiple overlapping detections, we perform
non-maxima suppression on detections as detailed in the
previous section. Additionally, we impose an additional
condition on detections D̃i in order to be passed to the
tracking: their confidence li must satisfy li ≥ θtrack . This
is to prevent spurious detections from forming tracks, which
would reinforce the same spurious detections in the case of
feedback, which could lead to permanent ”ghost” detections.
Concrete parameter values are: Pd = 0.1, Pb = 0.3,
Pf n = 0.1, σi = 15pix, θtrack = variable, N = 150.
1) Prediction : Tracks and theirs particles propagate themselves according to the movement model:
ξxk ,n,t|t−1 = fξxk ,n,t |ξxk ,n,t−1 (ξxk ,n,t−1 ). For the particular case, dxk ,n,t|t−1 = dxk ,n,t−1 , ~vxk ,n,t|t−1 = ~vxk ,t−1 ,
~cxk ,n,t|t−1 = ~cxk ,n,t−1 + ~vxk ,n|t−1 .
2) Association : Input observations after non-maxima
suppression, {D̃j }, are assigned to existing tracks xk , see
below for more details. Those tracks which are assigned
observations increase their associated probability by Pd :
Pk,t = max(Pk,t−1 + Pd , 1). Tracks that are not associated
update their probability by: Pk,t = max(Pk,t−1 − Pd , 0).
Observations which are not associated to any tracks create
new tracks having an initial probability of Pk,t = Pb . In case
a new track is created, the probabilities of its particles are
ωxk ,n = Pk,t /N, n = 1, N . In detail, we proceed as follows:
1) For all pairs (D̃j , xk ), we calculate the distance
G(ξxk , D̃j ) = N (~cDj − ~cxk ,n,t|t−1 , σx )N (dDj −
dxk ,n,t|t−1 , σd )N (~vDj |ξxk − ~vxk ,n,t|t−1 , σv ) as a product of three Gaussians with manually tuned variances
σc,d,v , where the ”speed” of a detection relative to a
particle is defined as ~vDj |ξxk = ~cxk ,n,t|t−1 − ~cDj .
2) Calculate an association threshold, based on σi .
3) Find the nearest pair. If the distance is smaller than
the threshold, associate chosen detection to chosen
track. Remove this track from list of pairs to associate.
Repeat 2). If the distance is smaller than the threshold,
go to 3).
4) Finally, we have a list of associated pairs, a list of
non-associated detections and a list of non-associated
tracks.

3) Observation : For each new observation D̃j and for
each particle ξxk ,n of the track the observation was assigned
to, a distance is calculated: G(ξxk ,n , D̃j ). The distances are
normalized relative to observations. Therefore, the sum of
all distances from one observation is one. The weights of
particles
are calculated as a sum of distances: ωxk ,n =
P
G(ξ
, D̃j ) + ωxk ,n × Pf n. The last term represents the
x
k
j
”old” particle weights in order to stabilize fluctuations.
4) Resampling : If its probability falls below a threshold
θd , a track is deleted. Otherwise, its particles resample themselves using random fluctuations, according to the σi , i =
1 . . . D and a multiplier which increases σi if a track’s
probability is lower than one (in order to disperse particles
when a track is ”lost”, making it easier to ”pick up” the
track later). For new particles: Ξxk ,t = R(Ξxk ,t|t−1 ), where
Ξ represents a full set of particles for one track, and R() is
a random fluctuation function.
5) Merging: If some of tracks are very close and move
with the same trajectory, they are supposed to be one and
the newest track is deleted.
6) Correction: New track states are found by averaging
over
the internal states of all associated particles: xk , t =
PN
1
n=1 ξxk ,n,t ωxk ,n,t
N
D. Integrating dynamic attention priors into detection
The principal quantities used for generating dynamic attention priors from tracking results are the predicted particles
{ξxk ,n }, which need to be computed before the detection step
is applied to a new image. Each particle will slightly boost
detection scores in a Gaussian profile around its image center
position ~cxk ,n at its scale dxk ,n , where the radius of influence
σp is a free parameter of the method which we set to half a
window width computed at the particle’s scale. The second
components are the detection likelihoods l(~cL , dL ) provided
by detection, see Sec. II-A, which depend on their spatial
positions ~cL and their scale index dL ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. As in
Sec. II-A, the associated center coordinates ~cI and scale dI
in image coordinates need to be computed first in order to
determine whether they are in a particle’s radius of influence

defined by σp :
L
~cI = cL
x δx , cy δy

T

fd

L

l(~cL , dL ) → l(~cL , dL )+
X
+k
ωxk ,n g(~cI − ~cxk ,n , σsp )×
xk ,n

× g(log√2 (dxk ,n w0−1 ) − dL , σsc )
x2
),
(2)
2σ 2
where the sum runs over all particles, the coefficients ωxk ,n
being their weights, and k being a coefficient that governs the
global influence of feedback, for which we chose a value of
k = 2. For the scale parameter σsc , we chose a value of 1.0
that will affect neighbouring scales only at a factor of e−1 ,
L
whereas we set a rather broad spatial influence σsp = w0 f d .
After the modification of scores, detection goes on as
described in Sec. II-A, the only difference being that the
modified detection scores now implicitly contain information
about previous detections and the trajectory model that is
assumed.
It should be noted that eqn.(2) has a time complexity that is
linear in the number of particles and pixels in the likelihood
maps. However, strong speedups can be obtained by carrying
out the calculations only for pixels close to the centers of
gravity of particle groups.
with g(x, σ) = exp(−

III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the presented system, we
test it on a set of benchmark videos containing a single
pedestrian each appearing before a complex background2 .
In order to show the benefit of dynamic attention priors,
we choose those videos where the used pedestrian detector,
see Sec. II-A, does not achieve satisfactory performance
on its own. This is due to a number of reasons: first
of all, pedestrians having a size slightly smaller than the
nominal 64x128 detection window are common. Secondly,
the background is complex and thus violates the learned
models. And lastly, pedestrians exhibit unusual poses, in
most cases the extreme striding pose which causes problems
to many detectors. Examples and details of these videos can
be found in Fig. 3 and in Tab. I.
A. Evaluation conditions and measures
We measure performance in the baseline condition by
deactivating dynamic attention priors (setting k = 0), which
amounts to just measuring the performance of detection
followed by non-maxima suppression. In all cases, the evaluation measure is a ROC-like diagram obtained by varying
the detection threshold θdet . This diagram plots average false
detections per image against the percentage of correctly
found objects. In the feedback condition, we activate dynamic
attention priors by setting k = 2, whereupon detection
likelihoods are modified as explained in Sec. II-D. We run the
2 Video streams and annotations are available for download under
www.gepperth.net/alexander/downloads/itsc2014.tar.gz

system several times in the feedback condition using different
values of the tracking threshold θtrack , in order to determine
sensible values for this parameter while keeping in mind that
higher values are probably more suited as they prevent the
appearance of self-stabilized ”ghost detections”, see Sec. IIC.
The basic measure for determining whether a detection
Di has hit an annotated object Ai is the overlap measure
introduced in Sec. II-B. Using an association threshold θass =
0.4, we thus demand o(Di , Aj ) ≥ θass for a correct detection.
This low threshold value was chosen due to the less-thanperfect quality of annotations. Any detection that does not
satisfy this condition for at least one annotation is considered
a false detection. If an annotation is smaller than 50 × 100
pixels,it is removed from the set of annotations. If it is
detected nevertheless, it will not count as a false detection.
B. Results
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the detection performance in
the feedback condition strongly outperforms the baseline
condition in all streams except in stream 07 where baseline
and feedback condition show approximately the same performance. Generally, a threshold setting of θtrack = 0.4 seems
to be the most favorable, which shows that a conservative
threshold is needed here in order to avoid self-stabilized false
detections. These findings are discussed in Sec. IV.
C. Computational performance
As mentioned in Sec. II-D, the computational cost incurred
by dynamic attention priors can be strongly reduced by a
few simple heuristics. Here, we choose to modify only the
11x11=121 likelihoods around a given particle. As there
are no complex functions, apart from the Gaussian, to be
evaluated in this process, the computational overhead is very
small, decreasing the frame rate on a current off-the-shelf
Linux PC from 10.2 to 9.2 fps. By using lookup tables, this
number might be reduced even further which we did not
attempt for the time being.
IV. D ISCUSSION
The presented system demonstrates that considerable performance increases can be obtained by a rather simple and
computationally inexpensive approach: extrapolating future
pedestrian positions by analyzing their past trajectories and
subsequent modification of detection likelihoods. After analyzing the reasons for this overall performance increase, we
can state that it is due to the following points:
• ”Filling in” of intermittent missed detections. Often,
pedestrians are missed because they exhibit an unusual
pose that will last for only a single frame. Most prominent here is the extreme striding pose where the legs are
maximally apart, which is apparently under-represented
during detector training. Due to attentional feedback,
these detections, which seem to be just slightly subthreshold, are pushed past the detection threshold θdet .
• Detection of small pedestrians. When pedestrians get
smaller than the size of the smallest detector window,

Fig. 3. Example images from evaluation streams. Background and pedestrian identity and clothing vary strongly between video streams, and lighting
conditions are less than optimal.
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V IDEOS USED FOR TESTING . T HERE ARE 10 SEQUENCES CONTAINING A SINGLE PEDESTRIAN IN SOME BUT NOT ALL IMAGES . T HE TOTAL NUMBER
OF IMAGES IS 9766, WHICH GIVES A LENGTH OF 16 MINUTES AT A FRAME RATE OF 10H Z .
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Fig. 4. Effect of dynamic attention priors on each of the 10 test streams. In each plot, there is either no feedback (A) or feedback where the tracker
is fed only with detections that exceed confidence thresholds of 0 (B), 0.15 (C), 0.3 (D) and 0.4 (E). A strong overall improvement of detection rates is
clearly observable.

•

i.e., 64 × 128 pixels, their likelihoods become subthreshold. A small boost by attentional feedback seems
to do the trick here as well.
More restrictive detection thresholds. As detections are
boosted by attentional feedback from tracking, a higher
threshold is less likely to affect them provided a track
could be created in the first place. Therefore, higher
detection thresholds can be used, leading to less false
detections, while not incereasing the number of missed
detections.

In stream 07, feedback condition performance is roughly
comparable to performance in the baseline condition. When
viewing this stream visually, the reason is very obviously a
self-stabilized false detection which negates the performance
advantages otherwise obtained by attentional feedback. This
just shows that a parametrization of the system has to
be found which avoid this kind of effect. We could have
eliminated the problem by specific parameter settings for
stream 09, but chose not to do so as the parameters should be
the same over all test streams. In particular, a slightly higher
tracking threshold would have been sufficient, but only at the

expense of performance on other streams.
While results are encouraging, a few words of caution
regarding the limits of dynamic attention priors are in order:
first of all, extrapolating future pedestrian locations happens
in image coordinates: any movement of the ego-vehicle will
have to be either compensated for, or else integrated into the
prediction algorithm. And secondly, great care must be taken
to keep the feedback strength k (see Sec. II-D) sufficiently
small in order to avoid positive feedback loops that lead to
detections that can no longer disappear, thus being tracked,
and finally reinforcing themselves.
Apart from this, we believe that dynamic attention priors
have great potential in the context of pedestrian detection, as
they reduce the dependency on appearance-based models: a
pedestrian can thus still be detected if he moves consistently,
even if his visual pattern is slightly different from the learned
one due to rotation, deformation or structured background.
Normally one tries to solve this problem by brute force,
simply adding as many examples as possible to the training
process and hoping to represent all relevant appearances
in the right proportion. What we have shown here can
potentially reduce the need for such costly efforts, allowing
to focus on simple detectors and rather spend time on the
creation of proper motion/behavior prediction models for
pedestrians, which will be useful for security products in
any event.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We see the presented work rather as a proof-of-concept
than a hard performance benchmark: many parameters need
to be investigated more closely in order to make the performance of the proposed system as generic as possible. A
test on existing benchmark databases was not yet done as it
would have had to include 3D information and vehicle egomotion (which are available, for example, in the KITTI[30]
database) into the tracking process, which we felt was too
complex for the time being.
In the future, we will work to make the proposed method
suitable for safety products by integrating 3D information
and vehicle ego-motion into the tracking process, thus allowing to predict pedestrian positions from a moving car.
An evaluation on a public benchmark database will then be
the logical next step.
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